Information for 'Project R.E.D (Riverine Early Detectors)'

Paddling with a Purpose!

Name: Project R.E.D (Riverine Early Detectors)
Instigator: Laura MacFarland
Website URL: http://www.wisconsinrivers.org/index.php?page=content&mode=view&id=171
Description: Volunteers monitor by watercraft or on foot for 15 invasive species that threaten Wisconsin's rivers. These include wetland and submerged plants, mussels, and snails.
Sample Size: There are no visits yet for this project
Start Date: March 1st, 2009
End Date: March 30th, 2010
Project status: Starting
Sample design(s): Opportunistic
Detailed sampling design description: Volunteers monitor stretches of riverine corridor by boat or on foot searching opportunistically for 15 species of concern from May through September. Locations and size of infestations are determined with GPS.